In reference to the following sentence in Sec. 536-3.14: “The APL number must be permanently marked on each assembly at a readily visible location using legible lettering at least 3/4 inch in height.” To ensure that the existing method of field-applying the APL number permanent marking is retained, we suggest adding clarifying language. Please consider modifying the above sentence to: “The APL number must be permanently marked (field applied) on each assembly at a readily visible location using legible lettering at least 3/4 inch in height.”

Response: This comment is outside the scope of proposed revisions for this cycle and will be logged for consideration in future Standard Specifications publications.

The delineators you are using now on on I-75 & I-95 has a neoprene hinge between top and the base. The sun deteriorate the neoprene. Florida got to spend money to replace theme every year. American Molded Plastic Inc. make one is on Florida P.A.L. or Q.P.L. list AMP-FLEX-D OR FLEX-DS is guarantee for five year. In the long term you don't have to pay for replace the cheap ones. Ares has a spring molded in to the part is stainless steel.

Response: This comment is outside the scope of proposed revisions for this cycle and will be logged for consideration in future Standard Specifications publications.